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TOOLS
KLEIN HOLE SAW KITS

Klein Hole Saws feature bimetal cobalt con-
struction which allows for heavy-duty cutting; 
they can cut through studs in one pass. They 
also have multiple knock-out slots and holes 
for easy core removal. Carbide grit hole saws 
work well for cutting abrasive materials and 
offer a smooth cut with minimal tear-out.                       
Electrician’s Hole Saw Kit -
Contains the most popular sizes for basic 
electrical work. Hole Saws: 7/8”, 1-1/8”, 1-3/8”, 
1-3/4”, 2”, 2-1/2” Arbors: 7/16” (qty.2)
 P/N 12-00969 ...........$92.75

GREASE JOINT 
REJUVENATOR

Have you ever tried to push grease in 
through a grease fitting and couldn’t? The 
Grease Joint Rejuvenator opens clogged 
grease joints and fittings effortlessly in less 
than a minute! • Opens clogged grease fit-
tings & joints • Cleans and replenishes old 
and dirty grease fittings • Loosens dried 
grease in joints • Cleans ways and stays 
in milling machines and lathes • Lubricates 
bearings on farm, lawn & construction 
equipment .......P/N 12-01038 ...........$44.60

COMPRESSION WHISTLE ALERT
No more burning your fingers and hands! 
Just Listen! Insert Whistle Alert™ into any 
14mm spark plug hole and bump the engine 
until you hear the whistle. You are now on 
the compression stroke! • Easily find Top 
Dead Center compression stoke • Turn 
engine over from inside the car and listen for 
the whistle • Made of steel and aluminum 
• Made and assembled in the USA.

Whistle Alert (Rigid) .....................................P/N 12-01039 ...........$23.90
Whistle Alert (Flex) ......................................P/N 12-01041 ...........$16.85

KLEIN ELECTRICIAN TOOL SETS
Designed for beginner and experienced wir-
ers, these tool sets range in size from a basic 
14-piece assortment to the 41-piece compre-
hensive collection. Each set contains Klein 
premium products, such as wire stripper/cut-
ters, screwdrivers, and pliers, plus protective 
eye wear and a pouch or tool bag for toting and 
storage. Each set offers a cost savings when 
compared to buying the tools separately. Tools 
in Electricians sets have standard handles. 

Tools in Journeyman sets have state of the art dual-material handles 
which provide a superior grip without  sacrificing tool strength or durability.
14-Piece Electrician Tool Set ......................P/N 12-00819 .........$275.95
18-Piece Journeyman Tool Set ...................P/N 12-00821 .........$381.00
28-Piece Electrician Tool Set ......................P/N 12-00820 .........$451.00
41-Piece Journeyman Tool Set ...................P/N 12-00822 .........$751.00 KEARNEY SWAGER

This portable, hand-operated roll type swag-
ing machine will swage MS type terminals 
onto galvanized and stainless steel cables 
from 1/16” diameter up to and including 
3/16” diameter. Includes machine, a full set 
of roll dies, terminal gauges and feed guide 
adapt ers & instructions in a steel carrying 
case. Wt. 95 lbs. New manufacture. All 
replacement parts available. Special order. 
 P/N 12-01188 ......$7,612.00

KLEIN DIAGONAL CUTTING PLIERS
WITH TAPERED NOSE

Easy working in confined areas.  Short jaws 
and beveled cutting edges permit close cutting 
of wire.  Induction-hardened cutting knives for 
long life.  Hot-riveted joint ensures smooth 
action and no handle wobble.  Plastic-dipped 
handles for comfort and ease of identification.  
Custom, US-made tool steel.
 P/N 12-03373 ...........$36.75

KLEIN LIGHTWEIGHT FLUSH CUTTERS
These shears wire up to 18 AWG producing 
a flat, flush cut. Shear cutting greatly reduces 
cutting effort and minimizes fly-off. Cushioned 
grips and steel return spring for increased 
comfort during repetitive cutting. Ultra slim 
profile increases access in confined areas. 
Heat treated for increased durability.  With 1/2” 
drive ....................P/N 12-03360 ...........$14.50

TENSIOMETER PRODUCTS MAY NOT
BE CANCELLED OR RETURNED. 

HAWKEYE PRECISION 
FLEXIBLE BORESCOPES

Hawkeye Rigid Borescopes feature the pat-
ented endoGRINS(r) lens technology that 
provides a sharp view inside engine cylin-
ders, wings, under seats, and other remote 

areas. Includes a mirror tube which allows you to look sideweays in a 
360 degree arc as well as straight ahead. Packed in a lockable metal 
case with die-cut foam to protect the borescope. The heavy duty Mini-
NOVA light source is highly recommended in aircraft applications. All 
Hawkeye Slim borescopes have a 0° direction-of view and 42° field-of-
view. A rotating 90° direction-of view is achieved by sliding a Slim Mirror 
Tube onto the scope. Hawkeye 
7” Hawkeye Hardy Kit .................................P/N 12-00337 .........$945.00
12” Hawkeye Hardy Kit ...............................P/N 12-00338 .........$995.00

NOTE: ALL BORESCOPES ARE NON-RETURNABLE

PISTON PIN REMOVAL TOOL
This tool takes all the work and risk out of 
removing the piston pin. It works on Lycoming 
and Continental engines. Just slip it over the 
piston, turn the shaft and it pushes the pin out 
smoothly and cleanly. Vinyl coated tip prevents 
scratching and marring the pin or piston during 
removal. Will handle up to 5.5” pistons.
 P/N 12-04810 ...........$83.75  ATS PUSH ROD SPRING COMPRESSOR

You know how hard it is to get at the 
springs on the push rod tubes... Now, you 
can compress them and remove the tube in 
under a minute. Just slip this tool onto the 
spring and crank the shaft counterclockwise 
(an air ratchet works great for this) to com-
press the spring, and then give everything 

a wiggle and out it comes.  It’s a must-have tool when working on big 
bore Continentals. This tool will fit all production engines Lycoming, 
Continental, Franklin, and even most old radials.
 P/N 12-04809 ...........$61.75

TACH DRIVE SEAL 
REMOVER

This straight forward tool will let you remove 
the tach seal in minutes time and time 
again. ..............P/N 12-04820 .........$336.00

LIGHTED SCREWDRIVER - 8-IN-1
Perfect for Computers, Electronics, 
Industial and Residential Applications, 
Hobbies and Crafts.  Two Super Bright 

LED Lights Provide 360° Tip Illumination.  Transparent Collar Maximizes 
Illumination.  Unique Design Features Two Drivers in One Handle.  This 
is an 8 in 1 tool perfect for just about any need (Bit Sizes: #0, #000, 1/8”, 
5/64”; T5, T8; T6, T10).  Convenient Bit Storage in Handle.  Removable 
mini screwdriver.  Cordless (3 “LR41” Batteries Included).

 P/N 12-03354 ...........$16.55
LIGHTED TWEEZER

Working inside those dark, confined spaces 
on the job just got a lot easier! General’s 

Illuminated Tweezers offer a built-in, bright white 
light-emitting diode (LED) to directly illuminate 

your working area. Made from heat-treated steel with a 
corrosion-resistant black finish, these cutting-edge tweezers 

are built to withstand tough jobs and working environments. we’ve 
also included a non-slip cushion grip for added comfort. Available in 

Serrated Blunt, Serrated Bent and Smooth Pointed Tips.
 P/N 12-03349 ...........$10.95
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